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WIRELESS SPEAKERS
TAKE YOUR MUSIC EVERYWHERE

NO STRINGS ATTACHED
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DIXXO WIRELESS SPEAKER
 20419

-  Multi-colour 360-degree LED light show, with multiple eff ects   
that can react and move to the rhythm of your music

-  Play your music via Bluetooth, 3.5mm aux input, micro-SD or USB
-  Portable size, powerful stereo sound (10W RMS/20W peak) and 

15 up to hours playtime

DIXXO DELTA WIRELESS SPEAKER
 21532

-  Multi-colour LED light show, with multiple eff ects that can 
react and move to the rhythm of your music

-  Play your music through Bluetooth, 3.5mm aux input,      
micro-SD or USB

-  Take your party with you, anywhere you go (up to 8 hours 
playtime)

DIXXO GO WIRELESS SPEAKER
 21345  21346  21347

-  Multi-colour 360-degree LED light show with multiple eff ects 
that can react and move to the rhythm of your music

- Play your music via Bluetooth, 3.5 mm aux input or micro-SD
-  Take your party with you, anywhere you go (up to 15 hours 

playtime)

WIRELESS SPEAKERS
NO STRINGS ATTACHED

LAGO WIRELESS WATERPROOF SPEAKER
 20097

- Splash-waterproof design (IPX4) and up to 6 hours playtime
-  Large suction cup for mounting on fl at surfaces,                   

ideal for in the bathroom
- Buttons for volume, track selection and call pick-up
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YZO WIRELESS SPEAKER
 19855  20028  20029

- Compact size, powerful sound and up to 8 hours playtime
- Volume, media and call pick-up buttons
- Play your music via Bluetooth or 3.5mm aux input

DECI WIRELESS SPEAKER
 20098  20099     22063 

-  Waterproof (IPX4 certifi ed) small size speaker, 
powerful stereo sound and up to 17 hours playtime

- Volume, media and call pick-up buttons
- Play music wireless via Bluetooth, or 3.5mm aux input

WIRELESS SPEAKERS
NO STRINGS ATTACHED NO STRINGS ATTACHED
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WIRELESS SPEAKERS
NO STRINGS ATTACHED NO STRINGS ATTACHED

KUBO WIRELESS SPEAKER
 21698     21699     21700

- For music and hands-free calling
-  Play your music through Bluetooth, 3.5mm aux input             

or micro-SD card
- 10m wireless range

MUZO WIRELESS SPEAKER
 21701     21702    21703

- For music and hands-free calling
-  Play your music through Bluetooth, 3.5mm aux input             

or micro-SD card
- 10m wireless range

FERO WIRELESS SPEAKER
 21704     21705    21706

-  Play your music through Bluetooth, wired aux input, micro-SD or USB
- 10m wireless range
- Rechargeable battery, up to 9 hours playtime
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MUSIC ON THE GO

WIRELESS SPEAKERS

8



MUSIC ON THE GO

FIESTA DISCO LITE SPEAKER
 21731

-  LED light show and powerful 20W sound and up to 15 hours 
depending on volume and light show

- Works with any audio device (phone, tablet, computer and 
  other audio devices)
-  Aux-in for wired connection with phone, tablet, MP3-player, 

etc

FIESTA DISCO SPEAKER
 21405

-  LED light show and powerful 50W sound and 5 hours 
playtime at 100% volume; up to 50 hours depending on 
volume and light show

-  Wired microphone (6.35mm jack) and Aux (stereo cinch) 
input, USB port to keep phone/tablet powered, works also via 
Bluetooth

-  Grips, handles, wheels and retractable handle; easily move 
the speaker around including microphone

FIESTA GO SPEAKER
 20369

-  Powerful 40W sound and 5 hours playtime at 100% volume; up to 50 hours depending on volume
-  Wired microphone (6.35mm jack) and Aux (stereo cinch) input, USB port to keep phone/tablet powered, works also via Bluetooth
-  Handles for easy lifting; move the speaker anywhere including microphone

LED light show reacts and moves to the 
rhythm of your music 

LED light show reacts and moves to the 
rhythm of your music 
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REVIEW
“All in all a great piece of kit for the price and the kids love it!”

FIESTA PRO SPEAKER
 21216

This is a fabulous product, great sound with separate bass and treble knobs, 

very portable with a sturdy handle. Comes with a good microphone for singing along with 

your favourite tracks or karaoke tunes! 

Great for BBQ’s as this can be taken out into the garden. Very large slot along the top 

which houses your iPad/tablet easily even with your case still attached, it has a usb 

connector so you can charge your phone/tablet/iPad whilst it plays with your charger 

cable. 

All in all a great piece of kit for the price and the kids love it! ( and the adults :-) )

Amazon.co.uk

REVIEW 

SOUND        
  

DESIGN        
     

 CONTROL    
     

SCORE 
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FIESTA PRO SPEAKER
 21216

-  Powerful 60W sound and 12 hours playtime at 100% volume; up to 90 hours depending on volume
-  Wired microphone/instrument (6.35mm jack) and Aux (stereo cinch) input, USB port to keep phone/tablet powered, works also via Bluetooth
-  Handles, wheels and retractable handle; easily move the speaker around including microphone
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HEADPHONES
YOUR STYLE, YOUR MUSIC

12
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MOBI HEADPHONE 
 20113  20114  20115

-  Foldable design with comfortable earpads and adjustable headband
-  Detachable, fl at anti-tangle cable
- Universal remote control button and built-in microphone

LEVA WIRELESS BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE 
 21754

- Bluetooth, 10m wireless range
- For music & phone calls
- Rechargeable by USB (cable included)
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HEADPHONES
MUSIC IS MADE FOR YOUR EARS

MOBI WIRELESS HEADPHONE
 20472

- Foldable design, comfortable earpads, adjustable headband 
-  For music & phone calls via Bluetooth (wired connection 

possible) 10 hours playtime
- Volume control buttons on earcap and built-in microphone

MUSIC FOR KIDS

FYBER BLUETOOTH WIRELESS HEADPHONE
 21488

- Compact foldable design with comfortable ear cushions
- Bluetooth, 10m wireless range
- For music & phone calls

FYBER HEADPHONE
 20073  20079  20080

- Compact foldable design with comfortable ear cushions
- High quality sound for music & phone calls
-  Built-in microphone and remote control for answering phone 

calls and controlling music playback (Android and iOS devices)

RIVE BLUETOOTH RECEIVER
 21755

- Bluetooth  4.1 receiver to make your favourite headphones wireless
- Buttons for volume & playback control
- Up to 8 hours music playtime, 10 hours talk time and 280 hours 
  stand-by time
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MUSIC IS MADE FOR YOUR EARS

SPILA KIDS HEADPHONE
 20952  20953  20954

- Complies with European safety standard EN71 for children
-  In-line volume control
-  Adjustable headband and comfortable, lightweight 

and soft ear pads

HEADPHONES
MUSIC FOR KIDS

SONIN KIDS HEADPHONE
 19836  19837  19558 

- Built-in volume limitation; safe for kids
- Inline volume control
- Adjustable headband

MUSIC FOR KIDS

KIDS HEADPHONE
 19558 
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EARPHONES
GREAT MUSIC IN THE EAR OF THE BEHOLDER

16
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DUGA IN-EARS
 19878     19879     19880     19881     19882

- Flat cable that does not tangle
-  For music & phone calls (with inline universal remote control button & microphone)
- Soft rubber earplugs in 3 sizes

CRYSTAL EARPHONES
 21269  21288    

- Glamorous in-ear headphones with Swarovski® crystals
-  For music & phone calls (with inline universal remote control button & microphone)
- Soft rubber earplugs in 3 sizes

DUGA IN-EARS
 20902  20903  20904   21114

-  Flat cable that does not tangle, in the colours that 
match your iPhone

-  For music & phone calls (with inline universal remote control button & microphone)
- Soft rubber earplugs in 3 sizes
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AURUS WATERPROOF EARPHONES
 20834     20835  20836     20837     21019

-   Waterproof in-ear headphones for outdoor activities 
under any weather condition

- Flat cable that does not tangle
- Inline microphone and universal remote control button
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SILA WIRELESS IN-EARS
 21709  21770

- Light-weight silicon ear shell design, ultra-comfortable fi t for hours
-  Flexible rubber ear hooks to keep the earphone securely in place
- Bluetooth, 10m wireless range

 WIRELESS IN-EARS

DUGA EARPHONES
 22107  22108  22109  22110 
 22111     22134  22133

- Flat cable that does not tangle
- For music and hands-free phone calls
- Inline microphone and universal remote control button
- Soft rubber earplugs in 3 sizes
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CHARGING
FULLY LOADED

20
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CHARGING

SINGLE + DUAL WALL CHARGER FOR 
SMARTPHONES
Single:   20143  20144  20145  20146 
Double:   20147  
- For use with any smartphone, iPhone or iPod
- Overload and short circuit protection
- Works on 100-240V, ideal for travel

ULTRA FAST WALL CHARGER 
FOR PHONES & TABLET

 21063 
-  Auto-detects your phone or tablet to charge at highest 

possible speed
-  Ultra fast (15W) charging of Qualcomm QuickCharge 2.0 

compatible phones such as Samsung Galaxy S6
-  Fast charging of Apple iPad (12W), Samsung Galaxy (10W) 

tablets and other devices at high (10W) or normal speed (5W)
- Overload and short circuit protection

YUDO WIRELESS CHARGE PAD
 21310

-  Touch-and-charge: simply put your smartphone on the pad 
and it will charge automatically

- Works with all smartphones with Qi wireless charging support
-  Works with the USB charger of your phone (micro-USB cable 

included)

30-Minute Charge Comparison

Conventional 
charging

Quick
Charge 1.0

Quick
Charge 2.0

USB A & C SMART WALL CHARGER 17W
 21589

-  Compatible with tablets and phones from Apple,              
Samsung & other brands

- Fast charging of devices with USB-C connector (3A/15W max)
-  Auto-detects and charges other devices at highest possible 

speed (2.4A/12W max)

5-PORT USB FAST CHARGER
 21820

-  40W total maximum power output, to charge 2 tablets             
and 3 phones simultaneously

-  2 USB ports with 12W/2.4A and auto-detection function             
to charge 2 devices at maximum speed

-  3 USB ports with 5W/1A standard charging to charge your 
smartphone, powerbank, bluetooth speaker and other         
USB-powered devices

FAST CHARGER 12W / DUAL FAST          
CHARGER 12W
Single:  21710    Dual:  21712
-  Compatible with tablets and phones from Apple, Samsung            

& other brands
-  Auto-detects and charges all devices at highest possible speed 

(2.4A/12W max)
- Ideal for travel: compact design and works on 100-240V 50/60Hz
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CABLES
STAY CONNECTED
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USB-C TO MICRO-USB CABLE 1M
 21316 

- 480 Mbps HighSpeed data transfer
- Reversible USB-C connector, easily plug-in in any direction
-  Micro-USB connector, to use with smartphones, peripherals 

and other devices

USB-C TO USB -A CABLE 1M
 20445 

- 480 Mbps HighSpeed data transfer
- Reversible USB-C connector, easily plug-in in any direction
-  Connects to standard USB port (Type-A) on computers & 

chargers

USB-C CHARGE & SYNC CABLES (1M)
 21175 USB-C to USB-A 3.1 (5 GBPS) charge & fast sync cable
 21176 USB-C to USB-C 2.0 charging cable
 21177 USB-C to USB-C 3.1 (5 GBPS) charge & fast sync cable 
 21178 USB-C to USB-C 3.1 (10 GBPS) charge & ultrafast sync cable

21175

21177

21176

21178

CABLES USB-C TO USB-C CABLE 1M
 21595

- 480 Mbps HighSpeed data transfer
- Reversible Type-C connector, easily plug-in in any direction
-  For use with smartphones, tablets, laptops, accessories      

and other devices with the new USB-C connector
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CABLES
STAY CONNECTED CONSUMER ORIENTED

FLAT MICRO-USB CABLES - 1M
 20135   20136  20137  20138

-  Flat, anti-tangle cable with soft rubber coating 
-  For tablets, smartphones and other devices with Micro-USB connector
-  Ideal to connect your laptop USB port or USB charger 

FLAT LIGHTNING CABLES - 1M
 20127  20128  20129  20130  20345

-  Flat, anti-tangle cable with soft rubber coating 
-  For use with all iPods, iPhones and iPads with Lightning connector
- High quality design, certifi ed by Apple
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Hang and stand

Sides in attractive
color to draw 
attention

Excellent surround 
view of product

Standarized uniform 
package size

Mailbox compatible 
packaging: dimensions 
optimised for standard 
mailboxes 

PACKAGE SOLUTION
CONSUMER ORIENTED
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POWERBANKS
POWER ON THE GO
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TAG POWERBANK 2600
 20866  20867  20868

- Small size power bank with 2600 mAh battery
- Fully charges your phone battery*
-  Choose the print you prefer 
*Depends on phone model and battery age/condition

GOLDEN POWERBANK 4400
 20901

-  For all smartphones and tablets (charges phone battery 
2x* and tablets partially*)

- 4400 mAh battery, level/status indication
- Including USB charge cable and has a fl ashlight function
*Depends on phone model and battery age/conditionn

*Depends on phone model and battery condition

PRIMO POWERBANK
 22057  22058  22059  22060 
 22061     22136  22135

- Charges phones for 18 extra hours*

- 4.400 mAh battery, level/status indication
- Micro-USB charge cable included

PRIMO POWERBANK
 22057  22058  22059  22060 
 22061     22136  22135
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PRIMO POWERBANK 2200
 21221  21222  21223

- Charges phones for 9 extra hours*

- 2200 mAh battery, LED charge indication
- Micro-USB charge cable included

*Depends on phone model and battery condition

PRIMO POWERBANK 4400
 21224  21225  21226

- Charges phones for 18 extra hours*

- 4400 mAh battery, level/status indication
- Micro-USB charge cable included

POWERBANKS
WE HATE LEAVING HOME WHEN OUR PHONE IS STILL EMPTY

2.200 mAh

4.400 mAh

8.800 mAh

10.000 mAh

0.35x

0,7x

1,5x

1,75x

1x

2x

4x

4,5x

CAPACITY      SMARTPHONE            TABLET 

AVERAGE SMARTPHONE AVERAGE TABLET 7-8”

1500mAh 4000mAh

HOW MUCH POWER?
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WE HATE LEAVING HOME WHEN OUR PHONE IS STILL EMPTY

PRIMO POWERBANK 8800
 21227

-   Charges phones for 35 extra hours*  and tablets for 13 extra hours*

- 8800 mAh battery, level/status indication
- 2 Micro-USB charge cables included

PRIMO POWERBANK 5200
 21635

-     Charges phones for 21 extra hours*     and tablets for 8 extra hours*

- 5200 mAh battery, status indication
- Micro-USB charge cable included

PRIMO POWERBANK 10000
 21149

-  Charges phones for 40 extra hours* and 
tablets for 15 extra hours*

- 10000 mAh battery, level/status indication
- 2 Micro-USB charge cables included

PRIMO POWERBANK 13000
 21689

-  Charges phones for 52 extra hours* and 
tablets for 20 extra hours*

- 13000 mAh battery, level/status indication
- 2 Micro-USB charge cables included

PRIMO POWERBANK 20000
 21795

-  Charges phones for 80 extra hours* 

and tablets for 30 extra hours*

- 20000 mAh battery, level/status indication
- 2 Micro-USB charge cables included

*Depends on phone model and battery condition
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PHONE CASES
WE TAKE CARE OF OUR PHONE

30
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PHONE CASES

VERSO WALLET CASE FOR SMARTPHONES
 20970 (4”)   20971 (4,7”)   20972 (6”)

-  Full protection shell case; protects your phone from scratches and other damage
-  Three credit card slots, one compartment for paper money, a magnetic closing strap and an intuitive camera slide 

(slide your phone slightly out of the case to take pictures)
-  For smartphones with size up to 66 x 130 mm; phone sticks to the case via adhesive Stick&Go pad*

*Stick&Go pad can be used 250 times and does not leave any residue
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TIP

STYLUS AVAILABLE

18738, 18316, 17741

TABLET CASES
WE PROTECT WHAT WE LOVE

32
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PRIMO FOLIO FOR 7-8” TABLETS
 20057  20313  20314

- Fits most 7-8” tablets
- Protects tablet against scratches, soft inner lining
- Stand with multiple viewing angles and elastic closing strap

PRIMO FOLIO FOR 10” TABLETS
 20058  20316

- Fits most 10” tablets
- Protects tablet against scratches, soft inner lining
- Stand with multiple viewing angles and elastic closing strap

TABLET CASES

and all other 
TABLETS with SIZE

UP TO 266 X 190 MM

APPLE
SAMSUNG

ACER
ASUS
SONY

GOOGLE

UNIVERSAL
FOR 10" TABLETS OF

and all other 
TABLETS with SIZE

UP TO 211 x 140 mm

APPLE
SAMSUNG

ASUS
GOOGLE
ACER
SONY

UNIVERSAL
FOR 7-8" TABLETS OF
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ENO PROTECTIVE COVER FOR 6” E-READERS
 19756

- Fits most 6” e-readers
- Elastic straps, holds your e-reader fi rmly
- Access to connectors and buttons

TABLET CASES
WE PROTECT WHAT WE LOVE

>

<
AEXXO FOLIO FOR 7-8”, 9.7” & 10” TABLETS

 21067  21203  21204 7-8”
 21069  21207  21208 9.7”
 21068  21205  21206 10.1”

-  Smart cover folio to protect your tablet from shocks, 
scratches and dust

-  Foldable fl ap that reveals the rear camera: no need to 
remove the cover to take pictures

-  Stand function with two diff erent angles: vertical for portrait 
viewing and horizontal for easy typing and landscape viewing

< VERSO FOLIO FOR 7-8” TABLETS
 19705

-  Protects tablet from scratches
-  Stand with 3 adjustable viewing angles and elastic closing 

strap
-  Luxury material & soft inner lining
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SCREEN PROTECTION
CAN’T SCRATCH THIS

36
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SCREEN PROTECTION

UNIVERSAL 2-PACK FOR 7-8” TABLETS
 19939

- Can easily be cut to fi t any smartphone or tablet up to 8”
- Removable, printed grid with most common screen sizes
- Easy to apply without air bubbles

UNIVERSAL 2-PACK FOR 7-12” TABLETS
 19940

- Can easily be cut to fi t any smartphone or tablet up to 12.2”
- Removable, printed grid with most common screen sizes
- Easy to apply without air bubbles 
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CAR ACCESSORIES
POINTS YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

38
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CAR ACCESSORIES

PREMIUM CAR HOLDER FOR SMARTPHONE 
 20398

-  Premium design with rubber coating: safe & secure to 
use with adjustable angle and 360 degrees rotatable

-  Adjustable fi xing clamp fi rmly holds your smartphone, 
even with case (compatible with all smartphones up to 6”, 
width 54-83 mm)

-  Release-button for easy detachment of your smartphone 
with just one hand
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CAR ACCESSORIES
POINTS YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

MAGNETIC AIRVENT CAR HOLDER
 20823

-  Easy magnetic mount that fi rmly holds your smartphone, with or 
without case

- Sturdy rubberized design that fi ts any car air vent
- Including adhesive metal pads and plate to attach your phone

GOOSENECK CAR HOLDER FOR SMARTPHONES
 21721

- 15 cm long fl exible adjustable neck, brings phone within hand reach 
  and closer to your eyes
- Adjustable fi xing clamp fi rmly holds your smartphone, even with case
- Easy access to buttons and connectors

CUP CAR HOLDER FOR SMARTPHONE
  21323
- Adjustable diameter fi ts most car cup holders
-  Adjustable fi xing clamp fi rmly holds your smartphone,       

even with case
- Adjustable angle and 360 degrees rotatable

AIRVENT CAR HOLDER FOR SMARTPHONE
  21806
- Expandable grip fi rmly holds your smartphone, even with case
-  Sturdy rotatable plug that fi ts any air vent without scratching
- Ultra small: easy to store or take with you
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POINTS YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

HEADREST CAR HOLDER FOR TABLETS
 18639

- Mounts tablet to any car headrest, fi ts all tablets up to 11” 
- Watch movies on the backseat
- Strong clamps for safe & easy mounting

UNIVERSAL CAR HOLDER FOR SMARTPHONE
 18255

- For navigation and handsfree calling
- Universal design, fi ts any smartphone
- Adjustable angle and 360 degrees rotatable

CAR TABLET HOLDER FOR 7-11” TABLETS
 19735

- Strong suction cup for easy and safe mounting
- Fully adjustable viewing angle
- For horizontal and vertical use
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CAR ACCESSORIES
GO PREPARED

ULTRA FAST USB CAR CHARGER WITH QC3.0 
AND AUTO-DETECT

 21819 
-  Auto-detects your phone or tablet to charge at highest possible 

speed
-  Ultra fast (18W) charging of Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 compatible 

phones, such as Samsung Galaxy S7
-  Fast charging of Apple iPad (12W) and Samsung Galaxy (10W) tablets 

and charges other devices at high (10W) or normal speed (5W)

FAST CAR CHARGER 12 WATT
  21711 (single)     21713 (double) 

-   Compatible with tablets and phones from Apple, Samsung           
& other brands

-   Auto-detects and charges all devices at highest possible speed 
(2.4A/12W max)

- Ideal for travel: compact design and works on 100-240V 50/60Hz

230V POWER INVERTER FOR CAR
 20838

- 150W steady power for uninterrupted power (300W peak)
-  USB charge connection with 1A/5W output to charge 

smartphones and navigation system
-  Auto shut-off  function to prevent damage to your car 

or your car battery from draining

5W CAR CHARGER
 20151  20152  20153  20154

- For use with any smartphone, iPhone or iPod
- Uses USB charge cable supplied with your phone
- Overload and short circuit protection

USB-A & C SMART CAR CHARGER 17W
 21588

-  Compatible with tablets and phones from Apple, Samsung                     
& other brands

- Fast charging of devices with USB-C connector (3A/15W max)  
-  Auto-detects and charges all other devices at highest possible speed 

(2.4A/12W max)

20W DUAL CAR CHARGER
 20572

-  For high speed charging of all smartphones and iPad & Galaxy tablets
- Compact design that fi ts any car power outlet
-  2x 10W/2A high power
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GO PREPARED

CAR JUMPSTARTER POWERBANK
 20944

-  Car/motor jump start function: connect it to your car’s/motor’s battery when drained and the device will start your car/motor
-  Power bank of 10.000 mAh capacity with 2 USB ports with 1A and 2.4A output to charge 2 devices simultaneously 
- 2.4A USB port charges at maximum speed 
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PHONE ACCESSORIES
ADD A LITTLE EXTRA

44
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PHONE ACCESSORIES

SEMOS VIRTUAL REALITY BLUETOOTH 
CONTROLLER FOR SMARTPHONE

 21533
- Ideal for use in combination with VR glasses
-  Easily navigate through menus, games and apps without 

touching your phone
- Ultra portable size, 8-way D-pad and 9 button

EXOS PLUS 3D VR GLASSES FOR SMARTPHONES
 21534

- Enjoy the 3D Virtual Reality experience with your own phone
- With magnetic button to trigger actions in apps & games
- Works with every smartphone up to 6”
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EXOS 3D VR GLASSES FOR SMARTPHONE
 21728

-  Enjoy the 3D Virtual Reality experience with your own phone and discover Augmented Reality in catalogues, brochures,     
museums, videos and many other places

- Works with every smartphone up to 6”
-  Play over 100 VR games already available in Apple App Store and Google Play store

PHONE ACCESSORIES
ADD A LITTLE EXTRA
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ADD A LITTLE EXTRA

4747

EXOS 3D VR GLASSES FOR SMARTPHONE
 21728

“Great product that meets my expectations. With a very good fi nish and a very cool 

design. 

It has straps that fi t nice to the head. The phone fi ts perfectly and gives you the option to 

adjust the lenses. Good value for money.”

Amazon.es

REVIEW
“Great product that meets my expectations”

REVIEW 

COMFORT   
  

DESIGN        
     

 PRICE                

SCORE 
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BLUETOOTH FOLDABLE SELFIE STICK
 21035  21036  21037

-  Convenient remote shutter integrated in handle, for taking 
pictures with one hand

-  Wireless via Bluetooth: just insert your phone and start taking 
pictures

- Built-in rechargeable battery (USB charge cable included)

PHONE ACCESSORIES
WE LOVE TAKING PICTURES

-  Wireless via Bluetooth: just insert your phone and start taking 

BLUETOOTH SELFIE STICK
 20497

-  Convenient remote shutter integrated in handle, for taking 
pictures with one hand (built-in rechargeable battery 
(USB charge cable include)

- Telescopic design with 360° rotatable phone holder
-  Smartphone holder compatible with all smartphones 

up to 6 inch

WIRED FOLDABLE SELFIE STICK
 21194  21195  21196

-  Convenient remote shutter integrated in handle, for taking 
pictures with one hand

-  Easy 1-2-3 connection: Insert your phone, plug in 3.5 mm 
cable and start taking pictures

-  Ready to use without Bluetooth: no batteries or pairing 
needed

FLAT AUDIO CABLE - 1M
 20175  20176  20177  20490

-  Flat, anti-tangle cable with soft rubber coating 
- High quality gold plated plugs
-  For use with all smartphones, also for iPod, tablets and other devices with 3.5mm (headphone) output
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WE LOVE TAKING PICTURES
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SPORTSGEAR
FITS YOU PERFECTLY

50
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SPORTSGEAR

FIT IN-EAR SPORTS EARPHONES
 20320  20321

-  Slide-to-Fit mechanism for secure and comfortable fi t during 
workouts (including soft rubber earplugs in 3 sizes)

-  In-ear design for clear sound and deep bass, for music and 
hands-free phone calls

- In-line microphone and universal remote control button

SENFUS BLUETOOTH SPORTS IN-EAR 
HEADPHONES

 20890
- Bluetooth in-ear sports headphones, with built-in rechargeable battery
- Adjustable ear hooks for a secure and comfortable fi t during workouts
-  Up to 4 hours of listening to music and 5 hours of phone calls on one 

charge

AMBUS OUTDOOR SPEAKER
 20420

-  Compact size, powerful sound via Bluetooth (15 hours playtime)
-  Ideal for outdoor use: waterproof IPX5, rubberized design
- Fits in car or bike bottle holder

VELTUS OUTDOOR SPEAKER
 20889

-  Rubberised, rugged design to withstand shocks (waterproof, 
IPX5 certifi ed)

- Rechargeable battery, over 10 hours of playtime
- Volume, media, selfi e and call pick-up buttons
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CINTUS WEATHERPROOF SPORTS WAIST BAND
 20843

-  Two elastics pockets with splash proof zippers to fi t keys, energy drink, wallet, etc.
-  Smartphone compartment with opening for headphone connection to listen music during your work-out
- Made of refl ective material to be seen at night

SPORTSGEAR
LOOKS GREAT IN ANY CONDITION

WEATHERPROOF BIKE HOLDER FOR 
SMARTPHONE

 21161
-  Suitable for bicycle and motorbike (handlebar diameter          

Ø 20-30 mm)
- Clear front window, keeps the touch screen fully functional
- Zipper wrap for weather protection

BRACUS WEATHERPROOF SPORTS ARM BAND
 20885  20886 6(S)
 20895  20896 6(S) Plus

-  With easy opening for connecting earphones to enjoy music 
during sporting, includes convenient key and credit card 
pockets

- Also suitable for other smartphones up to 5.7” 
- Allows you to use the touchscreen of your phone
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360 CLIP FOR ACTION CAMERAS
 20893

-  Compatible with all GoPro cameras (and other 
supported camera brands)

- 360 degree rotation; adjustable direction and angle
-  Quick release mechanism to pass the camera on 

to your sports mates

HEADSTRAP FOR ACTION CAMERAS
 20892

-  Compatible with all GoPro cameras (and other supported 
camera brands)

-  Adjustable size for a comfortable fi t, even on helmets 
(perfect for running, hiking, skiing or paddle sports)

CHEST HARNESS FOR ACTION CAMERAS
 20891

-  Compatible with all GoPro cameras (and other supported 
camera brands)

-  Adjustable size for a comfortable fi t (perfect for running, 
skiing, cycling, motor biking and other outdoor sports)

-  Including Vertical Quick Release Buckle (J-hook) for both 
a secure attachment and adjustable angle<

<

>

SPORTSGEAR
WE CAPTURE EVERY MOMENT
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STARTER KIT 
FOR ACTION CAMERAS

 21231
-  Compatible with all GoPro cameras (and other supported 

camera brands)
-  Headstrap with adjustable size for a comfortable fi t, even on 

helmets
-  Chest harness with adjustable size for a comfortable fi t 

(perfect for running, skiing, cycling, motor biking and other 
outdoor sports)

-  Clip for action cameras with 360 degree rotation; adjustable 
direction and angle

ACTION CAM MULTIPACK
 21483

-  The perfect kit to take your action cam to any activity         
such as snorkeling, boating, driving or mountain biking

- Compatible with all GoPro cameras
-  Including universal ¼” screw adapters to support other action 

camera brands, and thumb screws for GoPro cameras
- Includes suction cup, bar mount and fl oating hand grip
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SPORTSGEAR
WE CAPTURE EVERY MOMENT
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HANDLE BAR MOUNT 
FOR ACTION CAMERAS

 20894
-  Compatible with all GoPro cameras (and other supported 

camera brands)
-  Can be strapped to bikes, fences or any other roll bar 

or handle bar
-  Perfect for cycling, motor biking, sailing and other outdoor 

sports<

<

>

FLOATING GRIP FOR ACTION CAM
 21350

- Easy to spot when lost in the water, due to distinctive colour
- Perfect for swimming, snorkeling or other water sports
- Compatible with all GoPro cameras

XL SUCTION CUP FOR ACTION CAM
 21351

- Compatible with all GoPro cameras
-  Other supported brands: Sony, JVC, Rollei, Contour, Drift,    

and others
-  Easy, safe and secure mounting onto your boat, car, 

motorcycle, etc.
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SELFIE STICK FOR ACTION CAMERAS
 20958

-  Compatible with all GoPro cameras (and other supported 
camera brands)

-  Allows you to take pictures or shoot videos with one hand, 
make self-portraits, or shoot follow-cam footage (can be 
extended up to 90cm to get the perfect shot)

-  Durable design in stainless aluminum and with soft telescopic 
handle, ideal to use in water

SCREEN PROTECTOR FOR ACTION CAMERAS
 21300

-  Can easily be cut (removable printed grid) to fi t any action camera 
lens window or LCD screen (Including 2x4” sheets)

-  Scratch protect and water replant
- Easy to apply without air bubbles<

<

CONSUMER ORIENTED

SPORTSGEAR
WE CAPTURE EVERY MOMENT
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OPTIMAL DISPLAY
CONSUMER ORIENTED



TRUST URBAN is powered by

TRUST.COM
Discover more TRUST URBAN on:

   /trust.international

/trust.urbanSPAIN
TRUST SPAIN, S.A.
backoffi  ce.es@trust.com 
+34 917 482 170

TRUST INTERNATIONAL BV
Headquarters
backoffi  ce.nl@trust.com 
+31 78 65 43 200

GERMANY
TRUST DEUTSCHLAND 
backoffi  ce.de@trust.com
+49 28 215880

ITALY
TRUST ITALIA S.R.L.
backoffi  ce.it@trust.com
+39 051 611 7111

LATIN AMERICA
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+55 11 98694 1970
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